1. **Reviewing work on CJK-B multi-column ideographic code charts:**
   According to the resolution IRG M34.3, TCA had reviewed the multi-column code chart of the second part of the CJK-B ideographs. In addition, TCA had submitted the feedback to the chief editor.

2. **Updating the CNS 11643 website:**
   The IMC of DGBAS (the Information Management Center of the Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics) updated the CNS 11643 website during the past six months. The updated results are:
   (1) the new mapping table between CNS 11643 and Unicode 5.2, and
   (2) the updated attributes of Chinese characters, including pronunciations, ChangJei codes for entering characters, stroke sequences, components, etc.

3. **The 7th Chinese Character Festival in Taipei:**
   The seventh Chinese Character Festival in Taipei will hold on next month to January 2011. The activities of the Chinese Character Festival includes “New year start writing Chinese in Chinese brush”, “Exhibition of Chinese brush writing arts on the past 400 years”, “Cultural creating promotion” and “Exhibition on Modern Chinese writing arts.”

4. **Engaging the cloud Chinese dictionary:**
   Based on the conclusion of the fifth Forum on Economy, Trade and Culture across Taiwan Straits, CMEX engaged the project on the cloud Chinese dictionary. The cloud Chinese dictionary is the one involving cloud computing technology, and it attempts to build a dictionary to avoid the language gaps between the people on Mainland China and Taiwan. Until now, there are more than 25,000 entries (total more than 4,000 ideographs) collected. The contents of these entries will be accomplished on next year.